
















With the rise in popularity of Youtube, Vimeo,  
and online video content, the role of the classic 
moving image director has naturally altered.  
Keith Schofield is one of a new breed of digital-
savvy filmmakers who have instinctively learnt 
how to respect and relate to their new, virtual 
audience. Since he first picked up a video 
camera as a boy through his time at film school 
in New York, Keith has always been determined 
to maintain surprise and humour in all he does. 
Whether reappropriating pornographic footage  
for his now infamous risqué viral for Diesel,  
or making the end credits of a film solid and 
tangible, Keith's tongue remains firmly in his 
cheek. We caught up with him to discuss how he 
measures the success of his own work and find 
out why he's so suited to making viral videos.
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Hi Keith, your films are predominantly seen online - do you see yourself as part of a new generation of filmmakers that are 
having their work dictated by the internet? Or are you not doing anything particularly different from older directors? No, I 
think it is a slightly different generation. There are a bunch of guys that started out in the mid-2000s, just before YouTube, 
who have been able to start a career by having their work seen online. Five years before that you pretty much had to start 
with music television as there wasn't really any other platform to have it seen. I was really inspired by a director called 
Ruben Fleischer - he directed Zombieland and now he's a top name in Hollywood. I was always fol lowing people I admired 
and trying to see as much work as I could - he was a big influence and also the first director who created a blog, back in 
2001. Before that they weren't even called blogs. He was the first guy who was describing what the industry was l ike and 
what went on during a shoot - really showing stuff I was interested in. He was also the first guy to start streaming his 
films online which was really helpful for me because I didn't know how to write a treatment but could see how he did his. 
I learned a lot from his model so that's what I wanted to emulate. I l iked the idea of putt ing all my work online, sharing 
as much I could about the process including the treatments. Just putt ing your hands up and saying, "This is how I did it, 
here's my pitch, and here's how I did the camera tr icks." Just a couple of years earl ier everything was secret and there was 
a real secrecy about intel lectual property which is st i l l apparent, but I just thought, "W hat can go wrong?"——Do you 
not see a downside of being so open? I don't really, but the upside is that you build a creative group of fans and fol lowers 
that are going to watch any of your new work r ight away.——When you say it like that it just seems to make sense to put 
it out there... Yeah, the whole idea that the director is k ind of this untouchable auteur just isn't true. If it was you'd never 
have any insight into the thought process. I always l iked showing how I did my work.——That feels like quite a modern 
way of looking at it - would you say it's a natural progression? Yeah and I think a lot of the business models and ideas are 
left over from the late 90s. It was a different period when you had mil l ion dollar videos and a low budget was about 
$200,000. I think it worked back then but today you've got to be open and share stuff. It's healthy to do the Twitter ing 
and be active - I think that can launch a career now and it's where you can get your work seen for the first t ime.——Do 
you find yourself  just pitching ideas that you think will be popular online, is that what companies are buying now? It's a 
good question, I'm not as concerned with the amount of hits the videos get on YouTube. The hits are important at one 
point but I pay more attention to the reviews, feedback and the cr it ical reaction, or people contacting me saying they l ike 
it. That's how I judge how successful a video is to some extent. Obviously hits are great too but they're not the only 
thing...——Do you think the brands and companies you work for approach it in the same way? You could have 100 people 

watch a video online, do you think the companies are reading their reviews or just looking at how many people have 
clicked on it? I think it al l depends. YouTube comments can obviously be misleading. I think another way to see if a music 
video has done well - that perhaps sounds a l itt le crass - is if it shows up on advert ising websites and blogs. If the 
advert ising world l ikes it then I've usually done something r ight. I f I'm happy with something, feel it represents me as a 
director and has come out as I wanted it to, then it's a success. I'm not jealous of a mainstream video that gets a thousand 
t imes more hits than mine - I look at it more in terms of what I was able to deliver.——So when did you first pick up a 
camera? In eighth grade my parents got a video camera so I started making videos with my fr iends just because it was 
fun. That led to film school and there I started to do my first, proper music videos. I think I did my first video in 2000 
and then I took off for a couple of years, came back and started making them again. Being able to actually get budget took 
a long t ime - I must have made something l ike ten videos before I started having any kind of reputation in the music video 
world. ——Have you always incorporated humour in your work? I think it's what I always wanted to do. L ike so many 
others my two favourite directors when I was growing up were Spike Jonze and Michel Gondry. Gondry was always 
playful but combined that with some really cool visual tr icks and Jonze was more punk rock, r ipping up pop culture. I 
always loved the idea of trying to make a music video just for online because there was the chance to push the boundaries 
a l itt le. I could do something R-rated, or something that used brands that I could never show on TV. That was really 
excit ing - I was trying to be a prankster who came up with the most obnoxious or offensive thing possible.——We've read 
that you've recommend that rebellious approach to film students before. Do you think that kind of weights the importance 
of the work a little bit the wrong way? Should it not be about worthy content? Obviously it has to be good. I can only give 
advice to people from my point of view - if they don't want to emulate a career l ike mine, then don't take the advice. If 
somebody wants to be Chris Cunningham my advice is not going to be good for them but if you want to be more l ike Spike 
Jonze you have to make videos that really stand out. The great thing about that k ind of director is that you know you can 
go and shoot something on DV - you don't have to have any money to do something outrageous and there's something 
really fun about that. I feel l ike aspir ing directors too often want to make their work look expensive, which is a great goal, 
but I'd rather see a really great low budget video that is really funny and has a great idea behind it than a $10,000 video 
that looks l ike it cost $40,000 but is pretty boring.——Do you think you need a certain mentality to make a good viral? 
I imagine you were always that kid who played pranks on his friends? Yeah, this sounds pretty nerdy but I just spend a ton 
of t ime online. I look at tons of blogs, virals and absorbe enough stuff to get an idea of what's out there, what works and 
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what doesn't. I don't have a flawless success rate but I did this one about Atari cartr idges which was pretty simple and it 
did well because video game stuff is very popular online. If you do a music video based around a video game, especial ly a 
copyrighted one or a well-known product, it' l l be really loved. That's how I pitched it and it did end up doing really 
well.——What with virals, video games and spending so much time online, do you ever get sick of being stuck behind a 
screen? Well I do have a post-production background. It can get k ind of dull and annoying after a while but some of that 
process can be fun. I would probably say I'm more of a post-guy than an on-set guy...——Does the feel-good factor from 
your films transcend onto your sets, or is it really tense? The shoots have obviously become better as I've got older and 
more experienced, and commercial sets usually have a pretty good atmosphere because there's always enough money and 
you rarely over plan. It always helps to create a nice atmosphere if everyone's gett ing paid! Music videos have always been 
generally good but there are always panic moments. The video for BPA with al l the naked people was actually a really fun 
set. I was very nervous about that one because what would've happened if people weren't having fun or there was no 
energy? It could have been really creepy but it was actually really fun, nudity aside! It was just fun because the vibe was 
good and people where having fun with it.——I guess your job is made easier by high-profile or feel-good songs - how 
do you deal with a bad track? Do you just say no to them? The only stuff I really have a problem with are things that are 
a bit dour or depressing. If it's not a great song, but has some energy to it, then there's always something to work with. I've 
done a couple of videos where I didn't think the songs were that good but there was something joyous and fun in them so 
it was OK. The track can't be a snoozer, you know?——In that respect, do you think you're genre specific? Well, the 
Charlotte Gainsborough one was a l itt le bit different styl ist ically but I guess if it's an unknown art ist and it's a really 
depressing song it doesn't have a lot of potential to go viral. I could be wrong though, unless maybe it's something 
completely ironic.——You mentioned Gondry and Jonze as influences, do you see yourself going on to make feature 
films like they have? Maybe you'd be suited to writing a sitcom?! Ha, that's great! I'd love to but these things take t ime. 
After a certain amount of years you end up feeling more comfortable with your work and hopefully something in the next 
couple of years wil l gain some traction.——Do you have any plans aside from that? I just did a K-Swiss commercial and 
it's a bit l ike a shoe commercial version of the Charlotte Gainsborough video I did. I haven't seen the most recent cut and 
I think it's been toned down a l itt le bit but that's what the idea is based around. We had a bunch of goofy costumes, horse 
heads and all that, so we'l l see how it turns out. We shot six days on that one and there was some really great looking 
footage. I also just did a spot for Sony and one with The Viral Factory for Skype, which is a really neat spot but it's been 

delayed endlessly so I hope it comes out eventually. I'm also sti l l pitching on stuff - a few different things here and 
there.——When you pitch on work and you don't get the job, what's usually the feedback? I' l l be honest, I've been lucky 
because I've probably written 150 treatments in my l ife and the worst 50 have never been taken on. Often I do find it hard 
and early in my career I think I was special ly lucky because I pitched a lot of videos that I didn't get to make and they 
weren't necessari ly good ideas - I was just pitching because I was desperate to do work. I don't always pitch insanely crazy 
ideas, sometimes the ideas just aren't there. I have problems with bands or songs I really love because it feels l ike I could 
never do it justice. I would hate for it to come out as a great song, by a great band with a stupid treatment. W hen I don't 
have much of an opinion on a band or art ist it's usually a l itt le easier.——Do you have a bank of treatments already built 
up in your head that you're ready just to push into the right brief? Yeah, that's definitely true. I'm sure every director wil l 
probably say this, but lots of the ideas for my recent videos were thought up a while ago, or were pitched for something 
else and repurposed. I came up with the idea for the Justice video while writ ing a different treatment completely but I 
didn't pitch it to them because it didn't feel quite r ight. So yeah, I hate to say it, but very rarely do you hear a song and 
just come up with a br i l l iant new idea based exactly on that song.——Are there are artists you'd really like to work with? 
I would love to work with Ghostface K il lah as he's one of my favourite rappers. He's just one of those guys that is so 
musically amazing that the videos can't compete with the music. Cut Copy are another one of those bands I really l ike. 
Radiohead would be fun and Muse are one of those bands that I really l ike but I find them really challenging because their 
songs are anthems, you know? How could you make a video for them for less than a mil l ion dollars and do their tracks 
justice?——Finally, to put you on the spot, what would you like to make a feature film about? That's tough... I don't want 
to tel l you something specific because they're l itt le pieces of intel lectual property, but let's just say a teen sex comedy.
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